
Two kinds of logic, which cannot be reconciled:  
What we are told is possible, versus what the working class needs 

 
Throughout the country, workers continue to fight back against full-frontal attacks on their pay and conditions and 
on their very jobs, including attempts at “fire and rehire”.  
 
There have been successes, proving that taking determined action works; for example, at British Airways and SPS 
Technologies in Leicester. But there are more struggles elsewhere, even as Unite launches (26 April) its own campaign 
against “fire and rehire”. 
 
Bus drivers are still on indefinite strike at Go North West in Manchester, and are still repeatedly voting to take strike 
action at the three RATP Dev subsidiaries in London (London United, Quality Line and London Sovereign). They have 
now been joined by around 4,000 drivers at Metroline in London, who have voted to strike against the company’s 
proposed “remote sign-on” policy. 
 
Council workers in Thurrock (Essex), who have provided key services (refuse collection, highways maintenance and 
street cleaning) throughout the pandemic despite having no proper PPE until July 2020, started a three-week strike 
on 13 April in their fight against Thurrock Council's plans to slash their pay and conditions by up to £3,500 per person. 
 
Having taken strike action since January, just under 500 British Gas engineers (GMB members) have now been locked 
out for refusing to sign “fire and rehire” contracts. 
 
Meanwhile, in its “Red Flag Alert” report for the first three months of 2021, corporate insolvency company Begbies 
Traynor points to the likely collapse of hundreds of thousands of UK businesses when the government’s financial 
support schemes end in the summer. According to its research, 723,000 businesses across 22 economic sectors across 
the country are now in “significant financial distress” and may well go under, potentially triggering mass 
unemployment counted in the millions. 
 
The Starmer leadership’s policies are not guided by the workers’ resistance, and instead they are carrying on playing 
parliamentary games. Today, Starmer and his shadow ministers are shouting about “Tory sleaze” and calling for 
enquiries which they know will be ineffective, while for the previous twelve months they waved through every single 
government measure in the House of Commons and kept quiet about the government’s corruption and murderous 
failures. 
 
Labour Internationalist supports every move to resist the policy of a government that has benefitted from the support 
of those who should be leading the fightback, but who instead are wrapping themselves in the flag and peddling a 
bogus “national interest” argument to those who are resisting – including in the face of police harassment and 
violence. 
 
As part of this growing wave of resistance, the Greater Manchester Association of Trades Union Councils (GMATUC) 
has informed us that it has adopted a resolution against all cuts in public services, whatever they are and wherever 
they come from (see page 6).  
 
We unconditionally support the GMATUC resolution, and we call on everyone – whatever their political differences 
on other matters – to endorse it and adopt it as their own, and to reject the arguments of those people – whatever 
their political label – who would have us accept that the working class should pay the bill for the tens of billions that 
have been handed out to the Tories’ capitalist friends. 
 
We are facing two kinds of logic, which cannot be reconciled. 
 
On one side, there are those who in one way or another, sometimes hiding behind legal arguments, are telling the 
workers who are resisting – bus drivers, British Gas engineers, council workers, gig economy workers, health workers 
and many others – that what they are asking for is not possible. 
 
On the other side, there are the tens of thousands of men and women who are fighting for their demands, organising 
and taking action for the simple reason that this is what they and their families need, what is needed by everyone – 
whether in work or not – who is affected by the government’s anti-working-class policies. 



 
Labour Internationalist is on the side of those who are fighting for what the working class and the wider population 
need, and ultimately for a working-class government that will take back the billions gifted to the capitalists and, 
among other things, will: 
 
  – ban lay-offs and job-cuts, including “fire and rehire”; 
  – provide all necessary funding to municipal councils to support the full range of services needed by local 

communities; 
  – reverse the privatisation/marketisation of the NHS and education; 
  – revitalise all public services, beginning with renationalising the railways, gas, electricity and water; 
  – ensure a properly funded and functioning system to provide welfare support and housing to those who need it.   
 
This is what Labour Internationalist is fighting for, and as we approach May Day, the international workers’ day, we 
invite you to join us. Tell us what is happening where you are, send us any information (e.g., strike news and views) 
which you think should be circulated in the labour movement.  
 
Be part of organising the fightback against “fire and rehire”, be part of organising the fightback against cuts in local 
and public services, whatever they are and wherever they come from. 
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